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Abstract.  Increasing competition and fast innovation take up new challenges for 

engineer-to-order (ETO) companies to address special requests from customers 

without losing efficiency. The optimization of the trade-off between customiza-

tion and operational efficiency is a core competence for ETO manufacturers. 

Most advanced companies are reacting by introducing an ETO Enabling Process, 

which is the process of transforming special requests alongside the ETO value 

chain into know-how to be subsequently reused with a gain in productivity. This 

paper, therefore, presents relevant best practices implemented within a research 

project with three ETO companies while adapting the ETO Enabling Process to 

their specific organizational settings. 
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1 Introduction  

Globalization, margin shrink, increased competition, delivery-time pressure and turbu-

lent technological advances [1,2] are central issues relating to the current Engineer-to-

Order (ETO) environments. As a consequence, it is essential for executives to deal with 

such challenges in order to achieve profitable businesses. Scholars and experienced 

professionals put efforts to address how to react to such transformations in the compet-

itive environment. Interestingly, they have identified a viable approach in reorganizing 

processes aiming at increasing operational efficiency. In this context, the introduction 

of product configurators is likely to optimize the trade-off between productivity and 

customization [3]. Along the same lines, it visualizes final product for the customer in 

the bidding phase and facilitates the process of quickly generating detailed drawings. 

Overall, this brings the possibility of efficiently programming the manufacturing ma-

chines and in turn, increases the level of automation [4].   

The companies that employed the configurator in their processes, consider the ‘con-

figured’ products as ‘standard’ products which have been produced in Make-to-Order 

(MTO) settings [5], despite the remarkable variety of products they are able to deliver. 

Although configurators have been widely examined in the past studies, recoveries in 



efficiencies out of the MTO process have been largely neglected. A recent study by 

Schönsleben [6] indicates that advanced ETO companies are able to implement an ETO 

Enabling Process that is an ad-hoc process to collect and retrieve knowledge. Nonethe-

less, this knowledge is not entirely standardized but is sufficiently structured to be 

quickly retrieved. In the next sections, we introduce the ETO Enabling Process concept 

and we illustrate how market leaders have adopted such process out of the boundaries 

of the MTO process.  

2 The ETO Enabling Process 

2.1  Redefinition of Standard and Non-Standard 

The Solution Space (SS) is a statement of all the possible permutations of design pa-

rameters that are predefined and offered to prospective customers [7]. Value creation 

within a finite SS is a distinctive element of ETO companies and discriminates them 

from conventional craft customization [8,9]. In fact, setting the appropriate SS directly 

affects the customer’s perception of the utility of the customized product and deter-

mines the efficiency of downstream processes in the fulfillment system [10]. Advanced 

ETO producers are capable of representing their SS within a configurator aiming for a 

more efficient way of retrieval of solutions. 

However, it is less likely for ETO companies to satisfy all the customers’ requests 

just by a technical configurator and  it often happens that solutions require additional 

manual engineering processes before being produced [11]. Schönsleben [6] claims that 

this kind of ETO companies have two classes of products. One is the “standard” prod-

ucts that can be engineered through the utilization of a configurator, and another is the 

“non-standard” products that call for manual processing since they have not been rep-

resented in the configurator. Also, he underlines that the “standard” solutions are de-

veloped in the context of an MTO process while “non-standards” are managed within 

an ETO process [12]. 

 

2.2  ETO Enabling Process 

ETO Enabling Process “means that queries from the ongoing ETO business process are 

answered through a form of know-how transfer. If additional know-how is gained dur-

ing implementation, it is fed back to the enabling process in the form of lessons learnt” 

[6]. Therefore, the ETO Enabling Process can be considered as a model for describing 

the way that the SS is dynamically widened in the advanced ETO companies. The ETO 

Enabling Process on the one hand, generates the necessary information supporting the 

creation of new “non-standard” solutions; on the other hand, it generates a feedback to 

the ETO process under the form of lesson learnt.  

Each “non-standard” solution conveys, indeed, new information (the feedback of the 

ETO Enabling Process) that has to be adequately stored for an effective and efficient 

expansion of the SS. The Fig 1 shows a typical ETO business process in ETO compa-

nies (DTO stands for design-to-order which is used as a synonym of ETO). The sales 

phase, including quoting, is followed by the receipt of the customer’s order, followed 

in turn by design, production and delivery [13]. We can notice that at different stages, 

specific requests are generated by the ETO process that must be elaborated by a parallel 



ETO Enabling Process, which in turn delivers know-how, represented by immediate 

solutions to the requests and permanent lessons learnt.  

 

 

Figure 1 The ETO Enabling Process [6].   

3 Best Practices for an Effective ETO Enabling Process 

During the two years research project, in cooperation with three main industrial partners 

from the Swiss ETO manufacturing industries (see Table 1), various methods and tools 

have been developed aiming for a fast and efficient ETO process. Most notably, new 

reference models have been conceived and best practices have been identified. In what 

follows we describe the case study companies taking part in the project and we continue 

with the different structures of the ETO Enabling Process. Finally, a concluding table 

is provided to summarize the striking findings. 

 Table 1. Case study companies: generalizability of the results 

 

The best practices that are presented in this paper are aligned with the use of config-

urator. Depending on the need of the company, the configurator can be used in different 

phases of the solution delivery: if it is utilized in the design phase,  it will be a technical 

configurator; otherwise if it is used only as a support for the bidding phase, it will be a 

sales configurator [14].  

3.1       Company A 

Company A is a large multinational enterprise, which operates in the power generation 

sector. The division collaborating in the research project is offering power steam tur-

Company A B C 

Industry Industrial Steam Tur-

bines  

Elevators  Concrete mixing and min-

eral processing plants  

Product Extremely diverse, ad 

hoc technologies for dif-

ferent customer  

Slightly Diverse, high degree of 

commonality among product 

families  

Very Diverse, different 

core technologies  

Market  

(Units/year) 

Less than 50  More than 1000  300-500  

Supporting 

IT Systems 

Sales Configurator Design Configurator  

 

Design Configurator  



bines units. The business unit counts approximately 120 engineers placed in three dif-

ferent European countries. The unit, appointed to realize order specific engineering, 

accounts only for a small percentage (less than 5%) of the total turnover of the com-

pany, but is on rapid expansion.  

More than the 70% of the total lead time to deliver a product is due to the engineering 

purposes. The high diversity in terms of technology and functionalities leads to more 

than 5000 man-hours of engineering on average to complete a project. In fact, an engi-

neering project is divided into subtasks that each of them refers to a specific component 

for the product.  

Being the business unit at a low maturity stage, the utilization of the configurator is 

limited only to the sales phase. For what concerns the technical configuration, Company 

A has employed a “configuration matrix”, collecting the rule of association between a 

few modules they have already developed. Therefore, the ETO Enabling Process for 

this kind of company is mainly settled to the quick retrieval of product-related infor-

mation. This is achieved both through the creation of ad-hoc repositories and through 

the introduction of search functions fulfilled to navigate through the company’s SS. In 

the following the company’s tailored solutions have been introduced accordingly.  

Naming Convention: naming convention provides a common language protocol for 

the product. The naming convention allows to rapidly gather relevant engineering re-

lated information like the position in the work breakdown structure (WBS), the type, 

the material and/or any other special attributes. Naming Convention plays a vital role 

in the Company A’s ETO Enabling Process because when new requests are coming to 

the engineering stage, the process of retrieval is therefore, facilitated with substantial 

savings in time and cost.   

Order execution configurator: this tool is utilized to acquire more information 

about product subassemblies and components. This information might be both technical 

(past drawings) and process related (list of suppliers or internal manufacturers). By fill-

ing in a small set of parameters it is, therefore, possible to find a component which is 

the most similar to the special request entered in the ETO process. Thus, this tool yields 

considerable benefits in compressing the time needed to develop customer-specific so-

lutions.  

Documentation Sharing Platform: it is a platform for the storage and sharing of 

documentations between the company and its suppliers/customers. One advantage is 

related to the storage and retrieval of old documentations. For instance, if the post-sales 

services are delivered many years after the delivery of the order, it provides an effective 

process to retrieve documents instead of having these documents stored in scattered 

email archives. A second advantage is the greater visibility over the documentation ex-

change process. 

3.2      Company B 

Company B is among the worldwide leaders in design, engineering, manufacturing and 

maintaining of freight and special elevators. The research project was conducted with 

the division offering high-rise elevators. The investigated business unit has more than 

200 employees and acts in two different locations, in Europe and in the Asia-Pacific 

Area, with the 75% of the total of the realized projects. The investigated division is 



appointed to realize order specific engineering for customers’ specifications and offer-

ing support to the sales manager. This division is attached to the technical direction of 

the group. A remarkable point is that the level of knowledge in the two locations is 

significantly different. The reason is that despite several years of trainings and group 

works, most of the advanced technologies and know-how are kept by the European site. 

In terms of standardization, its level appears markedly high, with a considerable amount 

of projects designed and realized entirely within the technical configurator. The con-

figurator has showed a great level of flexibility through the adoption of parametric 

product families. It is made possible by the high volume of specifications sold per year, 

which allows to identify communalities in the requests of customers and in turn to in-

clude new requests into the configurator. 

Company B is at a mature stage, additionally its products can be considered of lower 

complexity compared with the two other companies. For this reason this company owes 

an especial configurator which is, at the same time, a sales and a technical configurator. 

Therefore, the ETO process at Company B is extremely advanced and a large portion 

of the company’s product variance can be managed within an MTO process. Nonethe-

less, when non-standard boundary is extremely far from the company’s SS, engineers 

are obliged to intervene with manual calculations and drawings. The following methods 

and tools have been applied to structure the ETO Enabling Process at Company B.  

AE-PLM Process: Application Engineering (AE) is the office at Company B re-

sponsible for the execution of non-standard orders and it is the owner of the ETO Ena-

bling Process as the source of know-how for non-standard requests. Product Line Man-

agement (PLM), owners of the product lines, also contributes to the ETO Enabling Pro-

cess as it retains the modification rights in the configurator. AE and PLM are periodi-

cally (6 months) called to collaborate and modify the configurator so that it continu-

ously incorporates previously developed non-standard solutions. In order to optimize 

this process, Company B decided to formalize it. This process can be considered as a 

part of the ETO Enabling Process. 

Frequently Asked Request Tool: The FAR (Frequently Asked Requests) tool pur-

pose is to support Application Engineers in the identification of incoming frequent 

tasks. Frequent tasks are often related to the same violation in the configuration param-

eters (each of the configuration parameters is laying in a certain range). Therefore, by 

identifying frequent tasks, we obtain a rule for the modification to be applied to the 

configurator. The FAR Tool is used at a very early stages of the AE-PLM Process. This 

is an extremely advanced setting of the ETO Enabling Process, because it drives the 

automation to the processes related to the less standardized part of its SS. 

SE-AE Process: Sales Engineering (SE) is responsible for the MTO process at Com-

pany B. When they are not able to deal with the requests within the configurator, they 

ask for the assistance of AE. SE gives engineering tasks as inputs to AE and receives, 

as outputs, solutions to non-standard related issues. In this process, it also automatically 

transfers the list of all the parameter range violation (list of deviations).  In the past, SE 

had to manually fill in the information related to the engineering tasks, this brought to 

incompleteness or low quality of input data for AE. Applying automation in the process 

of creation of engineering tasks increases efficiency of the ETO Enabling Process.  

 



3.3  Company C 

Company C is a manufacturer of asphalt mixing, concrete mixing and mineral pro-

cessing plant. A tailored business unit is appointed to manage the concrete mixing 

plants. This includes a division taking care of operations (production), planning and 

engineering, a dedicated commercial unit for sales and a key account manager. It is 

worth mentioning that the design is taking place in three different engineering locations.  

Even if the knowledge base is already widely developed, Company C’s ETO Ena-

bling Process has not already been fully developed. The extreme engineering complex-

ity has prevented the company from reaching the same degrees of standardization as 

observed at Company B. Nonetheless, the company is introducing new tools and pro-

cesses, aiming at reducing the amount of redundancy in operations thanks to the accu-

mulation and use of past knowledge and experience. 

Task Manager: in order to avoid inefficient recycles in the ETO process the com-

pany has designed a Task Management System. Whenever an issue emerges at each 

stage, a solution to the request must be immediately provided by the technical office. 

Nonetheless, at Company C, despite the fact that the reaction to the emergent requests 

is effective and efficient, the reoccurrence of the same request is a waste of resources. 

For example, if an error in production happened because of a mistake in the drawings 

and these are not permanently modified, there is the possibility that the same error will 

take place again. The Task Manager is also, a supporting tool for successful execution 

of the ETO Enabling Process. The Task Manager enables the possibility for the com-

pany to turn project-specific requests into knowledge (e.g. fixed drawings) used to 

avoid wasteful recycles. 

Sharing Platform: The three main engineering locations are able to engineer the 

whole product mix offered by the company, even if they serve different markets. It is 

likely to happen that the two locations respond to similar requests from the customers. 

Subsequently, a low degree of knowledge sharing brings significant wastes in the time 

spent in engineering phase since it is likely that the same issues are solved twice. In 

order to avoid the inefficiencies deriving from low communications, the company has 

decided to develop a Sharing Platform in its business intranet. Hence, engineers at each 

location can rapidly apprised of the configurations developed in the other locations. The 

platform is also a communication tool, but it primarily is a knowledge repository where 

special requests are transformed into valuable knowledge for the whole company. This 

sharing platform is an interesting example because, it transforms requests into 

knowledge not only to transfer them, but also to reuse them in the future projects. 

3.4 Summary 

On the one hand, some of the aforementioned best practices (AE-PLM Process, Docu-

mentation Sharing Platform, SE-AE Process and the Task Manager) support fluent in-

formation flow between different actors. In addition, they stimulate the standardization 

of the information exchange that eventually make it less dependent on the key actors. 

On the other hand, other best practices such as the Order Execution Configurator, the 

FAR Tool and the Sharing Platform, are information repository tools that create reusa-

ble knowledge. Moreover, this knowledge creation leads to shrink the non-standard 

solution space and in turn, offers more degrees of customization. 
  



Table 2. Best practices summary 
 Enabling process  Description 

C
o

m
p

a
n

y
 A

 

 

Naming Convention A new naming convention has been developed in order to create a ref-

erence language within the company for the identification of products, 
sub-assemblies and components. 

Order Execution Con-

figurator 

Dynamic Design Containers have been established. Design Containers 

function as maps for the retrieval of the relevant historical information 
related to the product parts. 

Documentation Shar-

ing Platform  

A documentation sharing platform has been implemented. The objec-

tive of this platform is to create a single point of contact between the 

company and its customers/suppliers and to have a unique repository 
for relevant documentation (no dispersion in several mail boxes). 

C
o

m
p

a
n

y
 B

 

 

AE-PLM process  The interface between AE (Application Engineering) process and PLM 

(Product Line Management) process has been defined. A detailed defi-
nition of this interface was necessary to guarantee a rapid and accurate 

execution of new releases of the product configurator. 

FAR Tool An FAR (Frequently Asked Request) tool has been developed in Visual 

Basic in order to extrapolate relevant statistics related to the requests in 
order to identify the most common ones. 

SE-AE Process  The exchange of relevant information between the Sales Engineering 

and Application Engineering offices has been automatized. In particu-
lar, the system has been modified to feed in automatically necessary in-

formation during the phase of generation of new engineering requests. 

C
o

m
-

p
a

n
y
 C

 

 

Task Manager  A task management system has been designed in order to guarantee a 

permanent solution of the engineering related issues. 

Sharing Platform  A repository for sharing new engineering solutions between different 

engineering locations has been designed.   

4 Conclusions 

The challenge for ETO companies is still the tradeoff between customization and oper-

ational efficiency. In order to counterbalance the tradeoff, we present results in terms 

of best practices to achieve efficiency in the ETO process, which have been explored 

in the research project with three industrial partners. As a know-how transferring pro-

cess, it represents for companies a long-term key strategy that aims to reduce the de-

grees of uncertainty in ETO environment. Thus, through the adoption of the right tools, 

the companies aimed to extend the predefined solution space by integrating order spe-

cific solutions, making them reusable for future projects, and eventually increasing 

standardization. Additionally, those practices turn out to reduce the degrees of uncer-

tainty and complexity in an ETO environment that is by definition, subject of constant 

changes. 

Each company involved in the project has focused their efforts on the solutions that 

better fit their products, markets and organizational structures. Company A had to bring 

to light hidden processes and knowledge that were embedded to the individuals and are 

spread in the dispersed repositories. The ETO process of company B is taking place in 

different countries. Consequently, the main improvements of Company B were in light 

of standardizing the communications and sharing processes. For company C, whose 

engineering business function is spanning in three different locations, the focus was on 

facilitating the communication process between the locations, establishing a framework 

to standardize the outputs, and to share the locally discovered solutions. 

Depending on the degrees of similarity with the three project companies that have 



successfully implemented the practices, other ETO companies are likely to duplicate 

the practiced tools to achieve higher performances in terms of uncertainty and com-

plexity reduction. This study opens up new avenues for exploring a proper taxonomy 

of the ETO environment in order to effectively bring companies’ characteristics and the 

best practices together. 
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